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Through a strategy of continuous improvement

and teamwork, and in accordance with the

requirements set forth by the international

standards organizations, Perry Johnson Registrars,

Inc.  is  dedicated  to  differentiating  itself  as  an

effective provider of certification services, as well

as ensuring that we create value for our customers,

industry stakeholders, and employees.

The foundation for achieving our objective is

based upon our commitment to provide our

clients with the highest level of service to assist

with their success in the global marketplace.

PJR understands the importance of impartiality in

carrying out its management system certification

activities, manages conflict of interest, and ensures

the objectivity of its management certification

activities. PJR further supports a policy of public

access and disclosure of information regarding its

certification processes and status of certified

organizations, and is responsive to complaints

about its activities and the activities of its certified

clients.

The entire PJR team adheres to the spirit of this

quality policy as well as the directives of the

Quality Manual and its subordinate documents.
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Who Needs ISO 50001
Certification?

What Benefits Are There
To Achieving ISO 50001
Certification?

ISO 50001 applies to any organization of any industry

and size. In particular, organizations that uses large

amounts of energy can benefit financially from ISO

50001.

An ISO 50001 Certification has numerous benefits,

including:

Realization of energy cost savings.

Maximization of the use of energy sources and

assets.

Reduced energy consumption.

Increased energy efficiency.

Increased energy performance.

Reduced environmental impact.

Helps to achieve energy compliance.

Worldwide credibility for energy consciousness.

Builds energy management into business practices.

Able to be used by small to large organizations

across diverse commercial, industrial, and public

sectors.
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ISO 50001 –
Energy Management Systems

ISO 50001 is the standard for Energy Management

Systems (EnMS), developed by the International

Organization for Standardization (ISO). It provides

organizations with the requirements and

framework to implement an effective EnMS.

This standard is based on the management system

model that is already implemented by

organizations worldwide (i.e. ISO 9001 and ISO

14001).

Implementing ISO 50001 promotes energy

management best practices, and reinforces good

energy management behaviors. It also supports the

long term efforts for improved energy

technologies.
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To receive a proposal
for your facility contact us at:

PJR, Your Certification Partner

PJR knows certification. For nearly two decades,

we have provided certification services across many

standards and across the globe. Here in the U.S.,

PJR was the #1 reporting Certification Body in

North America in 2015.

While our range of certification services is diverse

and our global research is wide, we're proud of our

client-centered customer service.

Our dedicated Project Managers welcome the

opportunity to answer all of your questions as

they provide you with a customized

certification service plan and pricing – all free of

charge.

Once you select us as your certification partner,

we continue to make the experience easier for

you by providing a single point of contact for

scheduling and any customer service concerns

throughout the certification process.

We offer our client-base free seminars, webinars,

in-person training, and informational

newsletters on a variety of topics.
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